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A Marx ╅crises╆ model The reproduction schemes revisited  Marco Veronese Passarellaこ   Version┺ ひ┻ど ゅには April にどなぱょ   
Abstract┺ This chapter builds upon the Marxian reproduction schemes┻ It aims to test the impact of some of the most apparent ╅stylised facts╆ which characterise the current phase of capitalism on an artificial two┽sector growing economy┻ It is shown that┸ simplified though they are┸ the Marxian reproduction schemes allow framing a variety of radical and other ╅dissenting╆ renditions of the recent economic and financial crises of early┽industrialised countries with a flexible and sound analytical model┻  
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な┻ Introduction The US financial crisis of にどどば┽にどどぱ and the crisis of the Euro Area which has been taking place since the end of にどどひ have arguably been triggered and then fostered by a multiplicity of factors┻ Several radical and other ╅dissenting╆ analyses of the historical causes of western countries╆ economic and financial distress have been developed ever since┻ This is not surprising┻ Quite a few┸ alternate┸ theories of crisis can be found in or built upon Marx╆s works ゅsee┸ among others┸ Shaikh なひばぱ┸ and Clarke なひひどょ┻ The long┽run fall in the rate of profit ゅresulting either from the rising organic composition of capital or from the depletion of the reserve army of labourょ┸ the thinning of the costing margin due to class struggle ゅeither over distribution or over productionょ┸ the lack of aggregate demand ゅmeaning the tendency to overproduction that may result in a ╅realisation╆ crisisょ┸ and the rise of sectoral imbalances ゅor ╅disproportionalities╆ょ┸ are all mentioned by Marx as inner forces or tendencies of capitalism┻  This chapter aims neither to endorse explicitly any of the explanations above nor to provide a brand┽new interpretation or theory of crisis┻ Rather it builds upon the Marxian enlarged reproduction schemes to test the effects of some recent developments in the most advanced capitalist nations on an artificial two┽sector or ╅two┽department╆ growing economy┻ It shows that┸ simplified though they are┸ the Marxian reproduction schemes may allow redefining and comparing a variety of theories of crisis within a coherent analytical framework┻ The method chosen is quantitative┻ Different causes of crisis are treated as specific shocks┸ meaning as changes in parameters and exogenous variables of a formal difference equation model┻ Their dynamic impact on key endogenous variables is then analysed through numerical simulations┻ These shocks┸ in turn┸ are meant to reproduce the most apparent ╅stylised facts╆ ‒ to steal an expression from Nicholas Kaldor ‒ of the current phase of capitalism┻ This method is consistent with the accounting approach used by Marx in the second volume of Capital┻ In fact┸ baseline parameters and initial values of variables are usually taken from Marx╆s own examples┻   The rest of the chapter is organised as follows┻ Sections に and ぬ set up the benchmark model and define the reproduction ゅor balanced growthょ conditions of the system┸ respectively┻ The resemblance of the Marxian approach to the Cambridge School of Economics and other recent post┽Keynesian theories is briefly discussed┻ In section ね an extended Marxian ╅enlarged reproduction╆ model is developed┸ aiming to account for the effect of financial markets and institutions on the creation of social value and surplus value┻ In section の a number of experiments are performed to test the impact of some ╅stylised facts╆ ゅdistilled from recent developments in real┽world highly┽financialised countriesょ on an artificial two┽department growing economy┻ Key findings are discussed further in section は┻  
に┻ The benchmark model  The view of the economic system as a circular flow of interconnected acts of production and circulation of commodities and money is deeply rooted in the history of economic thought┻ Its inception can be traced back to the pioneering work of François Quesnay and other French Physiocrats of the eighteenth century┻な The Physiocrats ゅand┸ at least to some extent┸ David Ricardo and the Classical political economistsょ focused on the process of creation┸ circulation┸ and consumption of the produit net of an agriculture┽based economy┻ Marx built upon that line of research and focused on the process of creation┸ circulation┸ and destruction of the monetary                                                              な See Marx ゅなぱぱのょ┸ chapter なひ┸ pp┻ ねぬの ff┻┸ and chapter にど┸ pp┻ のどひ┽なぬ┻ 
ぬ  
surplus value in a manufacturing┽based capitalist system ゅVeronese Passarella にどなはょ┻ The so┽called ╅reproduction schemes╆ are developed in the second volume of Capital as a logical tool to analyse the process above ゅMarx なぱぱの┸ chapters にど and になょ┻ The reproduction schemes are accounting matrixes where Marx defines the theoretical equilibrium conditions of the economy in terms of interdependences between ╅departments╆ ‒ meaning the net flows of commodities that must be produced and circulated among the productive macro┽sectors to meet the respective demands of inputs┻   While Marx never engaged with a formal model of enlarged reproduction┸ he provided several notes and numerical examples that may well be turned into a system of difference ゅor differentialょ equations┻ In fact┸ there is a well┽established tradition of dynamic modelling carried out by Marxist economists since the なひばどs┸ inspired by the Marxian reproduction schemes ゅsee┸ among others┸ Harris なひばに┸ Bronfenbrenner なひばぬ┸ Morishima なひばぬ┹ more recently┸ Olsen にどなの and Cockshott にどなはょ┻ This section draws from that tradition and cross┽breeds it with other current heterodox approaches┸ particularly with post┽Keynesian macro┽monetary modelling┻に This allows setting up the formal benchmark model of a growing capitalist economy that moves forward in time┸ 建┸ and is made up of two sectors or departments┺ a sector producing capital or investment goods ゅcalled ╅department I╆ by Marxょ┸ defined by the subscript ╅件╆┹ and a sector producing consumption goods ゅnamed ╅department II╆ょ┸ defined by the subscript ╅潔╆┻ぬ For the sake of simplicity┸ it is assumed that each production process takes a fraction な【券珍 ゅwith 倹 噺潔┸ 件┸ょ of the reference period┸ 建┸ where 券珍 is a parameter accounting for the sectoral intra┽period turnover rate┻ね Commodities are produced by means of capital goods and labour inputs┻ Labour supply is plentiful and does not form a binding constraint on the level of employment ゅsee Appendix なょ┻ A net product arises ゅboth in real and monetary termsょ in each sector and is distributed as wages to workers and surplus value ゅor profitょ to capitalists┻  As is well known┸ Marx╆s analysis of value relies upon the distinction between the variable component of capital and its constant component┻ The former roughly corresponds to the wage bill paid by the industrial capitalists to the workers in exchange for their labour power┻ This sum covers the part of the total working day that is devoted to the production of ╅subsistence╆ for workers┻の Under a growing economy┸ the two sectoral investment plans in variable capital inputs are┸ respectively┺   撃沈 伐 撃沈┸貸怠 噺 聴日┸貼迭ゲ提日┸貼迭怠袋槌日           ゅなょ and 
                                                             に The resemblance of the Marxian approach to the current post┽Keynesian macro┽monetary literature shows up particularly when an ╅endogenous╆ rendition of Marx╆s monetary theory is adopted ゅHein にどどはょ┻ ぬ Notice that upper case letters are associated with endogenous variables expressed in monetary units┸ unless otherwise stated┻ Lower case letters stand either for percentages or for parameter values expressed in monetary units┻ The key to symbols is provided by Table な┻ ね This possibly controversial assumption is discussed further later on┸ particularly in footnote ぱ┻ Notice that 券珍 噺 な in the baseline model┻ As a result┸ each production process takes exactly one period┸ unless otherwise stated┻ の Actually this should be better defined as the ╅unallocated purchasing power╆ of workers ゅDuménil and Foley にどどぱょ┸ meaning the quantity of direct labour expressed by the commodities bought by the wage earners on the market┻ For the sake of simplicity┸ this issue is neglected hereafter┻ The reader is referred again to Appendix な┻ 
ね  
撃頂 伐 撃頂┸貸怠 噺 聴迩┸貼迭ゲ提迩┸貼迭怠袋槌迩           ゅにょ where 鯨珍 is the surplus value created in the 倹┽th department ゅwith 倹 噺 件┸ 潔ょ┸ 肯珍 is the sectoral rate of saving or retention of capitalists┸ 圏珍 噺 系珍【撃珍 is the sectoral organic composition of capital ゅOCCょ┸は and 系珍 is the sectoral constant capital┸ meaning the amount of capital inputs ゅi┻e┻ fixed and circulating capital net of wagesょ accumulated in the 倹┽th department┻  Equations ゅなょ and ゅにょ show that a share 肯珍 of the surplus value created in the 倹┽th sector is re┽invested in the same sector in the subsequent period┻ば The ratio of constant capital to variable capital is defined by the OCC┸ which is taken as an exogenous variable of the model┻ Accordingly┸ the constant capital advanced in the production can be worked out as┺  系沈 噺 撃沈 ゲ 圏沈           ゅぬょ and 系頂 噺 撃頂 ゲ 圏頂           ゅねょ According to Marx┸ it is only the variable capital that valorises in the production sphere┸ as the wage┽earners work well beyond the time necessary to cover the exchange value of their own labour power┻ As a result┸ the ╅masses╆ of surplus value created in each sector in a certain period are┸ respectively┺  鯨沈 噺 撃沈 ゲ 綱沈 ゲ 券沈           ゅのょ and 鯨頂 噺 撃頂 ゲ 綱頂 ゲ 券頂            ゅはょ where 綱珍 is the sectoral rate of surplus value ゅmirroring the composition of the total working day and hence the rate of exploitation of workersょ and 券珍 is a parameter reflecting the sectoral intra┽period turnover rate┻ぱ  Equations ゅのょ and ゅはょ show that the mass of surplus value created in the 倹┽th sector across a period ‒ say┸ a quarter or a year ‒ is a direct function of the variable capital invested in that sector┸ the rate of surplus value┸ and the turnover rate┸ meaning the number of times the same capital is reinvested within the period┻ In principle┸ capitalists can either consume the non┽retained surplus value or divert it towards their own personal saving┻ Accordingly┸ the capitalists╆ unproductive expenditures are┸ respectively┺                                                              は Notice that Marx defines the ╅organic composition of capital╆ as the ratio of constant capital ゅinvested in plant┸ equipment┸ buildings┸ row materials┸ inventories┸ and other capital and intermediate goodsょ to variable capital ゅinvested in hiring workersょ┻ ば For the sake of simplicity┸ capital depreciation is assumed away┻ Following Marx┸ we also ignore cross┽sector investment ゅsee Marx なぱぱの┸ chap┻ にな┸ pp┻ のはぱ┽ばば┸ のばば┽ぱなょ┻ This can be regarded as a strong simplifying assumption┻ In fact┸ it seems at odds with the hypothesis of competition which requires free mobility of capital between sectors ゅRobinson なひのな┸ Harris なひばにょ┻ However┸ it does not affect the main findings of this chapter┻    ぱ Under an enlarged reproduction regime┸ the mass of surplus value created in a certain period should be better defined as┺ 鯨珍 噺 撃珍 ゲ 綱珍 ゲ デ 岫な 髪 高珍 ゲ 綱珍岻邸貸怠津乳邸退怠 ┸ where the subscript 酵 defines the sub┽periods┸ 券珍  is the number of turnovers┸ and 高珍  is the intra┽period retention rate┻ This expression accounts for the reinvestment of variable capital within the same period ゅsee Veronese Passarella and Baron にどなのょ┻ However┸ such a complication is ignored hereafter┻ Notice that the expression above collapses to 鯨珍 噺 撃珍 ゲ 綱珍 ゲ 券珍 under simple reproduction ゅi┻e┻ for 高珍 噺 どょ┻ Consequently┸ enlarged accumulation takes place across periods but not within periods in this simplified model┻  
の  
繋沈 噺 岫な 伐 肯沈岻 ゲ 鯨沈 ゲ 岫な 伐 購沈怠岻 髪 岫な 伐 購沈態岻 ゲ 茎沈┸貸怠       ゅばょ and 繋頂 噺 岫な 伐 肯頂岻 ゲ 鯨頂 ゲ 岫な 伐 購頂怠岻 髪 岫な 伐 購頂態岻 ゲ 茎頂┸貸怠      ゅぱょ where 購珍怠 and 購珍態 ゅwith 倹 噺 件┸ 潔ょ are the marginal propensities to save ゅhoardょ out of income and wealth┸ respectively┸ and 茎珍 is the stock of financial wealth amassed by 倹┽sector capitalists┻ The latter can be defined as follows┺ 茎沈 噺 茎沈┸貸怠 髪 購沈怠 ゲ 岫な 伐 肯沈岻 ゲ 鯨沈┸貸怠        ゅひょ and 茎頂 噺 茎頂┸貸怠 髪 購頂怠 ゲ 岫な 伐 肯頂岻 ゲ 鯨頂┸貸怠                     ゅなどょ Accordingly┸ the realised total values of sectoral outputs are┸ respectively┺ 桁沈 噺 系沈 髪 撃沈 髪 肯沈 ゲ 鯨沈 髪 繋沈                       ゅななょ and 桁頂 噺 系頂 髪 撃頂 髪 肯頂 ゲ 鯨頂 髪 繋頂                       ゅなにょ If capitalists spend their incomes all┸ either through productive investment or through consumption┸ then 桁珍 噺 系珍 髪 撃珍 髪 鯨珍┸ meaning that the overall monetary value realised ゅby the capitalistsょ on the market matches or ╅validates╆ the overall value created in potentia ゅby the workersょ in the production sphere┻ Similarly┸ the realised sectoral profit rates are┸ respectively┺ 堅沈 噺 聴日ゲ提日袋庁日蝶日袋寵日                         ゅなぬょ and 堅頂 噺 提迩ゲ聴迩袋庁迩蝶迩袋寵迩                         ゅなねょ Finally┸ the sectoral rates of accumulation can be defined as┺ 
訣沈 噺 縄日ゲ廃日迭甜忍日蝶日 噺 綱沈 ゲ 肯沈 ゲ 券沈 ゲ 怠怠袋槌日                      ゅなのょ and 訣頂 噺 綱頂 ゲ 肯頂 ゲ 券頂 ゲ 怠怠袋槌迩                       ゅなはょ Each sectoral rate of growth is a direct function of the retention rate┸ the exploitation rate┸ and the intra┽period turnover rate parameter┸ and an indirect function of the organic composition of capital of the 倹┽th sector┻ひ 
ぬ┻ The reproduction conditions ぬ┻な Simple reproduction ┽ As has been mentioned┸ Marx ゅなぱぱのょ defines the equilibrium conditions for a capitalist economy in terms of the necessary interdependences between macro┽sectors┸ meaning the theoretical requirements allowing the overall system to reproduce 
                                                             ひ See Appendix に for a development of the model aiming to account for financial assets┻ 
は  
smoothly over time┻など Marx analyses the equilibrium conditions under a simple reproduction regime ゅnamely┸ a stationary┽state economyょ and then under an enlarged or expanded reproduction regime ゅmeaning a growing economyょ┻ Capitalists╆ hoarding is assumed away┸ so that 購怠珍 噺 ど and hence 茎珍 噺 ど┻ In addition┸ sectoral rates of retention are all null under a simple reproduction regime ゅ肯珍 噺 どょ┸ and so are accumulation rates ゅ訣珍 噺 どょ┻ Investment and consumption goods markets clear when┺ 桁沈 噺 系沈 髪 系頂  and 桁頂 噺 撃沈 髪 撃頂 髪 繋沈 髪 繋頂   Using equations ゅななょ and ゅなにょ in the equalities above┸ one gets the well┽known Marxian reproduction condition for a stationary┽state economy┺ 系頂 噺 撃沈 髪 繋沈 噺 撃沈 髪 鯨沈                       ゅねBょ After some manipulation┸ one obtains also┺ 蝶日蝶迩 噺 槌迩怠袋悌日                        ゅねCょ Equation ゅねBょ shows that the neo┽value of output of the 件┽sector ゅright┽hand componentょ must match investment plans of 潔┽sector╆s capitalists ゅleft┽hand componentょ┻ Equation ゅねCょ shows that the equilibrium distribution of variable capital across sectors depends on the 潔┽sector OCC and the 件┽sector exploitation rate┻ When this condition is met┸ the economy finds itself in the simple reproduction equilibrium position┻ By contrast┸ if 撃沈 髪 鯨沈 伴 系頂 there is a lack of demand for capital goods┻ According to Marx┸ market prices of capital goods will tend to fall short of reproduction values┻ As a result┸ both the ゅexpectedょ profit rate and the real investment fall┻ Similarly┸ if 撃沈 髪 鯨沈 隼 系頂 there is an excess of demand for investment goods┻ Market prices exceed reproduction values┻ Both the profit rate and the real investment rise┻ Sooner or later the lack ゅexcessょ of demand for capital goods ends up reducing ゅraisingょ the supply of capital goods┻なな  However┸ Marx does not advocate any inner adjustment mechanism of capitalist economies┻ Under a free market regime┸ nothing ensures that the change in the supply of capital goods ‒ resulting from capitalists╆ individual decisions ‒ exactly matches the supply┽demand gap┻ For Marx┸ once capitalists╆ investment plans are out of equilibrium┸ individual expectations and behaviours ゅmeaning competition between capitalistsょ drag prices and quantities away from their own reproduction values┻ In real┽world capitalist economies┸ ╅supply and demand never coincide┸ or if they do so┸ it is only by chance and not to be taken into account for scientific purposes┺ it should be considered as not having happened╆ ゅMarx なぱひね┸ p┻ にひなょ┻ In principle┸ the equilibrium condition may be regarded as a long run attractor┸ but cyclical fluctuations and crises are an inherent feature of capitalism┻ These recurring phenomena could prepare the ground for a radical undermining of the system┻ However┸ the final collapse of capitalism is anything but necessary┻ The contradictions of capitalism┸ including the one between the drive                                                              など Notice┸ however┸ that the equilibrium interpretation of the Marxian reproduction schemes is anything but uncontroversial ゅsee Fine にどなにょ┻  なな Notice that variables are all ╅expressed in terms of value aggregates and as such can provide only the conditions for aggregate equilibrium╆ ゅHarris なひばに┸ p┻ なひどょ┻ To discuss the effect of the disequilibrium conditions on prices and physical magnitudes ゅsuch as real supplies and employment levelsょ┸ respectively┸ it is necessary to refine further the analysis ‒ see Appendix ぬ┻  
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towards the unlimited expansion of production and limited consumption┸ ╅testify to its historically transient character┸ and make clear the conditions and causes of its collapse and transformation into a higher form┹ but they by no means rule out either the possibility of capitalism╆ ゅLenin なひどぱ┸ chapter I┸ section VI┸ p┻ のばょ┻ In other words┸ the reproduction schemes show that capitalism ╅proceeds though crises rather than being rendered an impossibility because of them╆ ゅPatnaik にどなに┸ p┻ ぬばねょ┻  ぬ┻に Enlarged reproduction ┽ Things get slightly more complicated when one considers a growing economy┻ Now the reproduction conditions are met if and only if capitalists╆ production and investment plans are mutually consistent┻ Following Marx┸ one can assume that it is the rate of accumulation in the consumption goods sector that varies to ensure the smooth reproduction of the system ゅsee Olsen にどなのょ┻ In other words┸ the 潔┽sector demand for investment goods is assumed to adjust to match the net supply by the 件┽sector┻ In formal terms┸ the accumulation of constant capital in the 潔┽sector is┺ 鯨頂 ゲ 肯頂 ゲ 槌迩怠袋槌迩 髪 系頂 噺 桁沈 伐 系沈 伐 鯨沈 ゲ 肯沈 ゲ 槌日怠袋槌日  Similarly┸ the accumulation of variable capital in the 潔┽sector is┺ 鯨頂 ゲ 肯頂 ゲ 怠怠袋槌迩 噺 峙桁沈 伐 系沈 伐 鯨沈 ゲ 肯沈 ゲ 槌日怠袋槌日 伐 系頂峩 ゲ 怠槌迩  Finally┸ the equilibrium rate of growth of the 潔┽sector can be worked out as follows┺ 
訣頂 噺 聴迩ゲ提迩ゲ 忍迩迭甜忍迩寵迩 噺 超日貸寵日貸聴日ゲ提日ゲ 忍日迭甜忍日寵迩 伐 な                    The condition above ensures the consistency of 潔┽sector capitalists╆ accumulation plans with 件┽sector capitalists╆ production ゅand investmentょ plans┻ In other words┸ it assures the long┽run gravitation of the economy towards the ╅reproduction equilibrium╆┻ Such a state is extremely unlikely to be matched ゅand maintainedょ in practice┻ In fact┸ the reproduction schemes allow Marx to argue that real┽world capitalist economies always work in disequilibrium┻なに They also allow shedding light on the adjustment paths of key variables of the model┻ This is the reason equation below in used hereafter┺ 
訣頂 噺 峪超日貸寵日貸聴日ゲ提日ゲ 忍日迭甜忍日寵迩 伐 な崋 髪 訣行                    ゅなはBょ where 訣行 is a random component accounting for broadly┽defined ╅exogenous shocks╆ to the 潔┽sector growth rate┻なぬ   Notice that 訣潔 may well differ from 訣沈 in the short run┻ However┸ the former converges towards the latter in the long run ゅdue to the constancy of OCCsょ┸ i┻e┻ lim担蝦袋著盤訣頂┸痛匪 噺 訣沈 ┻ As a result┸ the economy┽wide ╅balanced growth╆ rate is┺ 訣 噺 訣頂 噺 訣沈 噺 綱沈 ゲ 肯沈 ゲ 券沈 ゲ 怠怠袋槌日 噺 肯沈 ゲ 堅沈                             ゅなばょ Using equation ゅなはょ in ゅなばょ┸ the equilibrium solution can be redefined as┺ 
                                                             なに Balance growth ╅is itself an accident╆ ゅMarx なぱぱの┸ p┻ のばなょ┻ なぬ It is worth noticing that the adjective ╅exogenous╆ should be only referred to the formal model ゅi┻e┻ the system of difference equationsょ┸ not to its ╅subject╆ ゅi┻e┻ capitalist economiesょ┻  
ぱ  
提迩提日 噺 悌日悌迩 ゲ 津日津迩 ゲ 怠袋槌迩怠袋槌日                    ゅなばBょ Equation ゅなばBょ is the dynamic counterpart of equation ゅねCょ┸ meaning that the equilibrium requires that the ratio between sectoral retention rates be a direct function of the ratio between sectoral OCCs ‒ given turnover and exploitation rates┻ Since these ratios are independent each other┸ there is nothing to ensure that the ゅなばBょ holds true in fact┻ A balanced growth is a theoretical possibility┸ as the expansion of production in one sector enlarges the market for the other┻ However┸ ╅the rate of growth of production in the various branches of production is determined primarily by the uneven development of the conditions of production┸ rather than by the different rates of growth of the markets for their products╆ ゅClarke なひひど┸ p┻ ねのぱょ┻ This leads to a disproportional development of the two sectors┸ which is the form taken by the inner tendency of capitalism to overaccumulation and crisis┻   Similarly┸ equation ゅなばょ shows that enlarged reproduction conditions are matched if sectors grow all at the same pace┻ It bears a strong resemblance to the Cambridge distributive equation┸ interpreted as a dynamic investment function and rearranged for a two┽sector economy ゅsee Lavoie にどなねょ┻なね Equation ゅなばょ shows that the economy┽wide rate of growth is a direct function of both the retention rate of 件┽sector capitalists and the 件┽sector rate of profit┻ This means that┸ while the 件┽sector retention rate is an exogenous┸ the retention rate of the 潔┽sector is determined endogenously as follows┺ 肯頂 噺 訣頂 ゲ 岫な 髪 圏頂岻【岫結頂 ゲ 券頂岻                      ゅなぱょ Equation ゅなぱょ shows that the retention rate of the 潔┽sector adjusts endogenously to guarantee the enlarged reproduction of the system┻なの The convergence of sectoral growth rates┸ and the necessary adjustment of the 潔┽sector retention rate┸ are shown by charts A and B ゅin Figure なょ┸ respectively┻ Chart C shows the ゅincreasingょ trend in sectoral outputs and hence in total output┻ Finally┸ chart D shows the sectoral profit rates and the general rate of profit of the economy┻ While the sectoral profit rates do no converge towards a uniform rate┸ the general or average profit rate of the economy declines in the first few periods and then stabilises┸ because of the asymmetric adjustment in the sectoral stocks of capital┻   
ね┻ The amended model Simplified though they are┸ the Marxian reproduction schemes provide a refined explanation of the fragility of unregulated capitalist economies┻ In fact┸ Marx╆s grim predictions fit well with the economic┸ political┸ and social instability that marked early┽industrialised countries from the end of the Victorian Era to the Second World War┻ They also implicitly account for the                                                              なね The Cambridge distributive equation is the main pillar of the theory of distribution endorsed by most prominent post┽Keynesian economists ゅsuch as Nicholas Kaldor┸ Joan Robinson┸ and Luigi Pasinettiょ in the mid┽なひのどs and early なひはどs┻ It relates the macroeconomic rate of profit ゅ堅ょ to the growth rate of the economy ゅ訣ょ┸ given capitalists╆ propensity to save ゅ肯ょ┻ The standard formulation is 堅 噺 訣【肯┸ entailing a causality from 訣 to 堅┻ なの When the State is included in the analysis┸ the government sector may well be regarded as the ╅buffer╆ of the economy┻ Economic planning to eliminate cross┽sector disproportionalities and crises was advocated historically by Tugan┽Baranowsky and Hilferding ゅsee Shaikh なひばぱょ┻ Today the stabilisation function of government is advocated by the post┽Keynesians and other heterodox economists┻ However┸ this view was criticised by Luxemburg and is still questioned by most Marxists┻ The reason is that disproportionalities are not regarded as ╅the contingent result of the ╉anarchy of the market┸╊ which can be corrected by appropriate state intervention┹ they are the necessary result of the social form of capitalist production╆ ゅClarke なひひど┸ p┻ ねのひょ┻  
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stabilising function that has historically been performed by the government sector since the なひぬどs┻ However┸ there is no room in the reproduction schemes for the effect of the development in the banking and financial sector on the creation of social value and surplus value┻ The increasing importance of financial markets┸ institutions┸ assets┸ and motives ‒ namely┸ the ╅financialisation╆ process ‒ is one of the most apparent aspects of modern economies┸ and should be explicitly accounted for┻ In addition┸ the reproduction schemes do not take into consideration the long┽run impact of the competition between capitalists on sectoral profit rates and prices┻ In fact┸ no price setting mechanism is established┸ as prices are just assumed to be proportional to labour contents of commodities┻ The fact is that the reproduction schemes are discussed in the second volume of Capital┸ whereas the so┽called ╅equalisation╆ of the profit rate and the formation of production prices are covered by Marx in the third volume┻ While the manuscripts that comprise the third volume were written by Marx before those comprising the second one┸ the former logically follows the latter as the degree of abstraction gets lower as the analysis proceeds┻ The effect of competition ゅand market forcesょ on reproduction conditions can only be discussed after those conditions have been worked out under the hypothesis of exchange of equivalent values┻   The current section aims to bridge these gaps┻ For this purpose┸ three amendments are made to the benchmark model┻ First┸ it is assumed that the retention rate and hence the investment undertaken by 件┽sector capitalists are a non┽linear function of the expected rate of profit┻ Drawing from Robinson ゅなひはにょ┸ it is assumed that any increase in the propensity to invest ゅi┻e┻ capitalists╆ rate of retention in this simplified modelょ requires ever larger increases in the expected rate of profit┻ If adaptive expectations are hypothesised┸ the equation defining the rate of retention in the 件┽sector can be defined as┺ 肯沈 噺 肯沈待 髪 肯沈怠 ゲ ln岫な 髪 堅沈┸貸怠 髪 堅締岻                     ゅなひょ where 堅締 is a random component of profit expectations incorporating capitalists╆ ╅animal spirits╆┸ whereas parameters 肯沈待 and 肯沈怠 are defined in such a way that┺ ど 判 肯沈 判 な┻  Similarly┸ it is assumed that the parameter defining the sectoral intra┽period turnover rate is a function of the share of surplus value which is diverted from productive scopes to financial assets and services ゅVeronese Passarella and Baron にどなのょ┻ More precisely┸ 繋珍 ゅwith 倹 噺件┸ 潔ょ is re┽defined to include both the amount of ゅunproductiveょ capital invested in financial assets and the expenditure for financial services┻ This is the second amendment to the benchmark reproduction model┻ If a positive but decreasing impact of finance on the turnover is assumed┸ sectoral turnover rates can be defined as follows┺ 券沈 噺 券沈待 髪 券沈怠 ゲ ln岫繋沈┸貸怠岻                      ゅにどょ and 券頂 噺 券頂待 髪 券頂怠 ゲ ln岫繋頂┸貸怠岻                      ゅになょ where 券沈待┸ 券沈怠┸ 券頂待┸ 券頂怠 半 ど┻ Equations ゅにどょ and ゅになょ state that any increase in the sectoral rate of turnover requires ever larger increases in the past expenditure for financial assets and services┻ Notice that now 肯沈 defines 件┽capitalists╆ preference for productive investment against non┽productive expenditure┸ while parameters 購怠珍 and 購態珍 in equations ゅばょ and ゅぱょ define the speed or pace of ╅financialisation╆┻     Furthermore┸ competition between capitalists under a laissez faire regime entails the cross┽sector levelling of profit rates in the long run ゅMarx なぱひねょ┻ While profit equalisation 
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should be only regarded as a tendency┸ it allows pointing out┺ first┸ the dominance of capital┽intensive sectors over labour intensive sectors ゅas the former ╅steal╆ surplus value from the latterょ┹ second┸ the consistency of the general law of creation of value ゅmeaning that social value arises from the exploitation of living labour in the production sphereょ with the specific law of distribution of value ゅmeaning the prevailing price setting┸ including the one defined by the competition hypothesisょ┻ Notice that the general rate of profit can be split into two components┸ notably the profit share of net income and ゅthe inverse of theょ total capital to net output ratio┻なは In formal terms┸ the wage share of net income is┺ 降 噺 蝶日袋蝶迩超日袋超日貸岫寵日袋寵迩岻                       ゅににょ The profit share is┺ 講 噺 提日ゲ聴日袋提迩ゲ聴迩袋庁日袋庁迩超日袋超日貸岫寵日袋寵迩岻 噺 な 伐 降                      ゅにぬょ Finally┸ the total capital ゅincluding the wage┽billょ to net output ratio is┺ 欠 噺 蝶日袋蝶迩袋寵日袋寵迩超日袋超迩貸岫寵日袋寵迩岻                       ゅにねょ The general ゅrealisedょ rate of profit is therefore┺ 堅 噺 提日ゲ聴日袋提迩ゲ聴迩袋庁日袋庁迩蝶日袋蝶迩袋寵日袋寵迩 噺 訂銚                      ゅにのょ As is well known┸ this is the profit rate that would prevail across sectors if capitalists were free to invest their own capitals wherever it is more convenient for them┻ Sectoral outputs can now be expressed in terms of prices of production┻ They are┸ respectively┺ 桁侮沈 噺 系沈 髪 撃沈 髪 堅 ゲ 岫系沈 髪 撃沈岻 噺 系沈 髪 撃沈 髪 肯沈 ゲ 鶏沈 髪 繋沈                ゅななBょ and 桁侮頂 噺 系頂 髪 撃頂 髪 堅 ゲ 岫系頂 髪 撃頂岻 噺 系頂 髪 撃頂 髪 肯頂 ゲ 鶏頂 髪 繋頂                ゅなにBょ where 鶏珍 噺 堅 ゲ 盤系珍 髪 撃珍匪 is the total mass of profit realised in the 倹┽th sector┻なば  Notice that sectoral OCCs do not converge to a uniform ratio┸ as they depend on a variety of sector┽specific technological and institutional factors┻ As a result┸ sectoral production prices usually differ from sectoral values┻ Growth rates┸ in contrast┸ still converge in the long run to meet the criteria for a balanced growth┸ and the same goes for sectoral retention rates ゅsee charts E and F in Figure なょ┻ In formal terms┺ 訣沈 噺 提日ゲ牒日寵日袋蝶日 噺 肯沈 ゲ 堅                    ゅなのBょ          and 訣頂┸痛 噺 超侮日貸寵日貸提日ゲ牒日貸寵迩寵迩袋蝶迩 噺 訣 噺 訣沈  for 建 蝦 髪タ                  ゅなはCょ 
                                                             なは In principle┸ each sectoral capital to net output ratio could be expressed┸ in turn┸ as the product of the inverse of the sectoral actual rate of utilisation of plants and the sectoral capital to full┽capacity net output ratio┻ For the sake of simplicity┸ and in line with the Marxian tradition┸ both rates of utilisation are assumed to be constant┻ なば Notice that now 鶏珍  replaces 鯨珍  in equations ゅばょ and ゅぱょ┻ 
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where 鶏珍 is the mass of profit realised by 倹┽sector capitalists and 堅 is the general rate of profit arising from the competition between capitals┻  Since both the accumulation rate and the profit rate are uniform across sectors in the long run┸ sectoral retention rates must converge too┺ 肯頂┸痛 噺 肯 噺 肯沈 for 建 蝦 髪タ                and hence┺ 訣 噺 訣頂 噺 訣沈 噺 肯 ゲ 堅                    ゅなばBょ where 肯 is the long┽run uniform rate of retention on profits ゅor rate of retention out of capital incomesょ┻  In addition┸ using equation ゅにのょ in equation ゅなばBょ one gets┺ 訣 噺 提銚 ゲ 講                     ゅなばCょ The latter calls to mind a familiar result in Keynesian macroeconomic dynamics of the なひぬど┽ねどs┸ that is┸ the Harrod┽Domar warranted rate of growth ゅHarrod なひぬひ┸ Domar なひねはょ┻なぱ Given the profit share┸ the economy┽wide equilibrium growth rate depends on the capitalists╆ retention rate and ゅthe inverse ofょ the capital to output ratio┻  Notice┸ finally┸ that charts G and H confirm the well┽known Marx╆s finding that capital┽intensive sectors ╅steal╆ surplus┽value from labour┽intensive sectors┻ Given the sectoral demand schedules┸ production prices of investment goods are higher than ゅor more than proportional toょ values┸ whereas production prices of consumption goods are lower than ゅor less than proportional toょ values┻ This happens because a higher OCC has been assumed in the 件┽sector compared to the 潔┽sector┻  
の┻ Some experiments┺ shocking Marx In this section some comparative dynamics exercises are performed┻ The aim is to see how the main endogenous variables of the amended model react following a shock to key exogenous variables and parameter values┻ The adjustment process from the old equilibrium position ゅmeaning the initial balanced growth rateょ to the new one is then analysed┻ Such a methodology is akin to the current post┽Keynesian approach to macro┽monetary modelling ゅe┻g┻ Lavoie にどなねょ┻ In particular┸ the impacts of the following shocks are tested┺ aょ An increase in the OCC┻ This is the standard Marxian assumption underpinning the alleged tendency for the general profit rate to fall┻ For Marx┸ each individual capitalist finds it profitable to replace workers with machines ゅand other constant capital componentsょ to increase labour productivity and reduce the bargaining power of workers┻ While this is a rational behaviour for the individual capitalist┸ it ends up reducing the source social surplus value is extracted from┸ thereby affecting the general profit rate of the economy┻   bょ A fall in the economy┽wide propensity to consume┸ leading to a lack of aggregate demand and hence to a realisation crisis┻ This experiment is coherent with the well┽known Marx╆s claim that ╅the last cause of all real crises always remains the poverty and                                                              なぱ That resemblance has been stressed by many authors┸ notably Robinson ゅなひのなょ┸ Harris ゅなひばにょ┸ and more recently Olsen ゅにどなのょ┻ It seems no coincidence that the Harrod┽Domar model was pioneered by a Marxist author┸ i┻e┻ Feldman ゅなひにぱょ┻ 
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restricted consumption of the masses as compared to the tendency of capitalist production to develop the productive forces in such a way that only the absolute power of consumption of the entire society would be their limit╆ ゅMarx なぱひね┸ p┻ ぱぱょ┻なひ cょ A fall in the rate of retention out of profits┸ reflecting a fall in capitalists╆ propensity to invest in productive assets┸ or a higher reliance on financial markets to fund production plans┸ or a higher pressure to pursue shareholder value maximisation in the short run┻ This is a way to test some of the recent developments associated with financialisation in our simplified artificial economy┻ dょ A change in the rate of turnover of capital┸ reflecting the ╅bell┽shaped╆ impact of the developments in banking and financial sectors on the ╅manner╆ of extraction of living labour from workers in the production sphere ゅVeronese Passarella and Baron にどなねょ┻ This experiment is an alternate way to test the impact of financialisation within a Marxian model┻ eょ The rise ゅor the worseningょ of imbalances between departments┸ roughly mirroring the effect of external imbalances between national economies┻ This experiment aims to account for the ╅uneven and combined development╆ of nations┸ which is another well┽known concept in Marxist tradition of thought┻  While experiments ゅaょ and ゅbょ have been the focus of long┽lasting debates among the Marxists and between the Marxists and other economists┸ experiments ゅcょ and ゅdょ are somewhat original┻ They are meant to echo the recent developments in highly┽financialised economies┸ preparing the ground for the US financial crisis of にどどば┽にどどぱ┻ Similarly┸ experiment ゅeょ can be regarded as a first step towards a formal Marxian model aiming to account for the impact of external imbalances between the members of a certain economic area┻ The model tested is made up of equations ゅなょ┽ゅなのょ┸ ゅなはBょ┸ and ゅなぱょ┽ゅにのょ┻ Equation ゅなはBょ provides the long┽run attractor of the system┻ The analysis is focused on the medium┽run re┽adjustment dynamics triggered by specific shocks to exogenous variables and parameter values┻ Consequently┸ the profit equalisation effect generated by competition between capitalists is assumed away┻にど Shocks are all ran in period にど┻  Focusing on the first experiment┸ figure ぬ shows the impact of a などガ increase of 件┽sector OCC on growth rates┸ profit rates┸ and income shares┻ As one would expect┸ the impact is negative on both the economy┽wide accumulation rate ゅchart Iょ and the 件┽sector rate of profit ゅchart Lょ┻ The average rate of profit declines as well┸ but this does not affect the 潔┽sector rate of profit if cross┽sector capital movements are not allowed┻ Finally┸ the relative reduction of wages paid in the 件┽sector is not associated with a change in the economy┽wide wage share and hence in the overall profit share in net income ゅchart Mょ┻ As is well known┸ the fall in the rate of profit due to the increase in the organic composition of capital is regarded by Marx as the most important inner law of motion of capitalism┻ In fact┸ some contemporary Marxists regard financialisation as being a result of the fall in profitability of western economies since the なひばどs┻ Yet┸ that trend is regarded by other Marxist authors as a long┽run secular tendency ゅacting as the economic equivalent of the law of gravitationょ that does not provide the ground for a theory of crisis ‒ meaning that can neither explain the necessity of crisis nor account for each specific cyclical turn┻                                                              なひ However┸ there is here a noteworthy difference with respect to Marx╆s statement┻ Since the Classical hypothesis is adopted ゅmeaning that the propensity to consume out of wages is assumed to be unityょ┸ we test a reduction in the propensity to consume out of non┽labour incomes 岫な 伐 購怠珍岻┻  にど This does not affect the main qualitative findings of the model anyway┻ 
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 So┸ unsurprisingly┸ only a few authors have traced the recent crises back to the tendency for the profit rate to fall┻ Most Marxist┸ radical and post┽Keynesian economists ゅand also some New Keynesiansょ have focused on income inequality and other financial factors as the main triggers of the US crisis of にどどば┽にどどぱ and the current crisis of Euro Area╆s member┽states┻ Figure ね shows the impact of a fall in 件┽sector propensity to consume on growth rates┸ profit rates┸ and income shares┻にな The negative effect on the accumulation rate of the 潔┽sector is apparent┸ though temporary ゅchart Nょ┻ The fall in aggregate demand┸ in turn┸ affects negatively the economy wide profit rate and the profit share in net income ゅcharts O and Pょ┻ In other words┸ the realisation crisis turns into a profitability crisis for the capitalist class┻にに Notice that the lack of demand ゅand the overproductionょ may well be the outcome of an increase in income inequality┸ involving a rise in the economy┽wide marginal propensity to save ゅhoardょ┸ as is usually claimed by the Keynesians┻   As mentioned┸ the possible link between income inequality and crisis has been stressed by many heterodox and ╅dissenting╆ orthodox economists since the start of the US financial crisis┻ Popular though it is┸ the ╅inequality╆ interpretation neglects some of the most notable developments of highly┽financialised capitalist economies in the last few decades┻ Two of them are worth stressing here┺ the fall in the rate of retention on corporate profits┸ and the impact of the financial sector on the turnover rate of capital┻ A fall in the retention rate of capitalists depresses the economy┽wide accumulation rate┸ even though the initial impact on the 潔┽sector growth rate is positive ゅchart Q in Figure のょ┸ because of the increase in current consumption┻ Sectoral profit rates remain unchanged┸ but a somewhat paradoxical positive effect on the average profit rate arises┸ because of the increasing weight of the 潔┽sector ゅchart Rょ┻ Finally┸ there is no aggregate impact on income distribution┻    The association between growing income inequality and increasing short┽termism of corporations has been one of the most important features of highly┽financialised Anglo┽Saxon economies since the なひひどs┻ However┸ the analysis of the causes of the initial success of such a finance┽led capitalism is as important as the examination of its own flaws┻ Notice that┸ from a Marxian perspective┸ the amount of capital invested in financial assets and businesses is unproductive┻ Finance may well circulate the already┽created value┸ but cannot add up a ゅmacroeconomicょ surplus value to it┻ However┸ financial markets┸ banks┸ and other financial institutions are all but unnecessary┻ In fact┸ they allow the industrial capitalists to fund their own production and investment plans┻にぬ In addition┸ financialisation ゅmeaning the stronger and stronger dominance of financial markets┸ agents┸ motives┸ and cultureょ ends up affecting the ╅form╆ of the extraction of surplus labour from workers┸ leading to a ╅real subsumption of labour to finance╆ ゅBellofiore にどななょ┻ It is not coincidence that the increasing weight of finance is usually associated with ╅reforms╆ of the labour market and a change in the corporate governance┻  Such an indirect impact of finance on the creation of surplus value is captured by the turnover rate of capital in the Marxian theory┻ Particularly┸ it seems to be reasonable to assume that the absolute impact on the ゅintra┽periodょ turnover rate of the investment in financial assets                                                              にな The reader is referred again to footnote なひ┻  にに Notice that here the fall in the rate of profit is the result of the realisation crisis┸ as claimed by the ╅underconsumptionist╆ branch of Marxism┻ By contrast┸ experiment ゅaょ assumes that the fall in the rate of profit ゅfollowing a rise in the OCCょ is the cause of the crisis┸ as advocated by most Marxist theories of the なひばどs ゅsee Clarke なひひどょ┻   にぬ For a thorough analysis of the different functions performed ゅwithin a financially┽sophisticated capitalist economyょ by banks and other financial institutions┸ respectively┸ see Sawyer and Veronese Passarella ゅにどなのょ┻  
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or services is positive┸ at least during ╅normal times╆┸ whereas its marginal impact is negative┻にね The effect on accumulation┸ profitability┸ and net income distribution┸ of an increase in the autonomous component of the 件┽sector turnover rate function ‒ 券沈待 in equation ゅにどょ ‒ is shown in Figure は┻ The growth rate of the economy increases ゅchart Tょ and so does the average profit rate ゅchart Uょ┻ These effects arise┸ in turn┸ from the increase in the mass of social surplus value┻ The profit share in net income augments too ゅchart Vょ┸ thereby confirming the negative influence of financialisation on distributive equality┻ The opposite happens in ╅times of distrust╆┸ when the impact of finance on capital valorisation fades away or becomes even negative┻にの These features are all consistent with the available empirical evidence about the effect of financialisation on advanced economies in the last three decades┻には   The last experiment deals with the effect of a positive but temporary shock to the 潔┽sector autonomous accumulation on sectoral growth rates and the output gap ゅmeaning the difference between 件┽sector output value and 潔┽sector oneょ┻ It shows that the readjustment process can be rather painful for the ╅dependent╆ sector or economy ゅchart W in Figure ぱょ┻ A catching up process initially shows up┸ but the output gap keeps on increasing in absolute terms and remains unchanged in relative terms in the long run ゅchart Xょ┻ Clearly┸ the current model is too simplified to be applied to the analysis of real┽world capitalist economies┻ However┸ this simple experiment shows that a further refinement of the Marxian reproduction schemes could allow accounting for the impact of external imbalances between national economies┸ or between an individual country ゅwhich is likened to the dependent sector┸ i┻e┻ the c┽sectorょ and the rest of the world ゅwhich is likened to the i┽sectorょ┻ In fact┸ the limits to domestic growth arising from the state of world┽wide demand for import may well be regarded as a natural extension of the Marx╆s two┽sector model┸ that bears a resemblance to current post┽Keynesian balance of payments constrained growth models ゅThirlwall にどなねょ┻ 
は┻ Final remarks The aim of this chapter was to recover and develop the reproduction schemes to test the impact of some of the most apparent ╅stylised facts╆ of current capitalism on an artificial two┽sector growing economy┻ For this purpose┸ the key features of the Marx╆s schemes have been stressed and discussed┻ The strong family resemblance to early and current post┽Keynesian models of growth has been highlighted and discussed as well┻ In addition┸ some simple amendments have been made to Marx╆s benchmark schemes to make them suit for the analysis of the impact of finance on accumulation┸ profitability┸ and income distribution┻ It has been shown that the Marxian reproduction schemes allow framing a variety of radical┸ post┽Keynesian and other dissenting theories of crisis of advanced countries with a flexible and sound analytical model┻ Clearly┸ the preliminary findings presented here are just of qualitative nature┻ The model is still too simplified to provide a quantitative assessment of recent developments in real┽world                                                              にね ╅The rationale is that the higher the degree of development of the banking and finance sector い┼う┸ the higher the speed at which manufacturing firms ゅor their owners【shareholdersょ could re┽invest the initial capital┻ At the same time┸ beyond a given historically determined threshold at least┸ ╅diseconomies╆ are expected to arise as the ゅrelativeょ dimension of the banking and finance sector increases╆ ゅVeronese Passarella and Baron にどなね┸ p┻ なねぬの┽ぬはょ┻ にの If┸ following Veronese Passarella and Baron ゅにどなねょ┸ a parabolic turnover function is used┸ then both accumulation and profitability collapse in the long run┸ whereas income shares fluctuate over time ゅsee Figure ばょ┻  には A full review of recent literature about financialisation is out of the purpose of this contribution┻ The reader is referred to FESSUD Studies in Financial Systems ゅavailable at┺ http┺【【fessud┻eu【deliverables【ょ┻ 
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capitalist economies┻ Besides┸ some analytical aspects should be further discussed and refined ゅparticularly┸ the functional form of turnover and retention ratesょ┻ Finally┸ numerical simulations should be coupled with a sensitivity analysis ゅor an empirical estimate of parameter valuesょ to check the robustness of results┻ However┸ the preliminary findings look consistent with the available empirical evidence and they may well open the way to future research┻    
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Table な┻ Key to symbols and values 
Symbol Description Kind Value Symbol Description Kind Value 欠 Net output to total capital ratio En  堅頂 Rate of profit in consumption sector  En  系頂 Constant capital in consumption sector En  堅沈 Rate of profit in investment sector En  系沈 Constant capital in investment sector En  堅締  Random component of profit expectations X 行 繋頂 Unproductive spending from consumption sector En  鯨頂 Surplus value in consumption sector En  繋沈  Unproductive spending from investment sector En  鯨沈 Surplus value in investment sector En  訣 Economy┽wide rate of accumulation En  撃頂  Variable capital in consumption sector En ばのどこ 訣頂  Rate of accumulation in consumption sector En  撃沈  Variable capital in investment sector En などどどこ 訣沈  Rate of accumulation in investment sector En  桁頂 Value of output of consumption sector En  訣締  Random comp┻ of consumption sector growth rate X 行ここ 桁侮頂 Price of production of output of consumption sector En  茎頂 Consumption sector capitalists╆ wealth ゅstockょ En  桁沈  Value of output of investment sector En  茎沈 Investment sector capitalists╆ wealth ゅstockょ En  桁侮沈  Price of production of output of investment sector En  詣 Total direct labour spent by workers En  糠 Propensity to consume out of wages X な┻どど 詣頂 Direct labour in consumption sector En  絞 Depreciation rate of constant capital X な┻どど 詣沈  Direct labour in investment sector En  綱沈  Rate of exploitation in investment sector  X な┻どど 兼 Monetary expression of labour time X 兼拍  綱頂 Rate of exploitation in consumption sector  X な┻どど 券頂 Turnover rate in consumption sector En  肯頂 Retention rate in consumption sector En  券頂待 Parameter in consumption sector turnover function X な┻どど 肯沈  Retention rate in investment sector En  券頂怠 Parameter in consumption sector turnover function X ど┻どど 肯沈待 Parameter of investment sector retention function X ど┻のどここ 券沈  Turnover rate in investment sector En  肯沈怠 Parameter of investment sector retention function  X ど┻どど 券沈待 Parameter in investment sector turnover function X な┻どど 講 Profit share of total net income En  券沈怠 Parameter in investment sector turnover function X ど┻どどここ 購頂怠 Cons┻ sector capitalists prop┻ to save out of income X ど┻どど 鶏頂 Mass of profit in consumption sector En  購頂態 Cons┻ sector capitalists prop┻ to save out of wealth X ど┻ひの 鶏沈 Mass of profit in investment sector En  購沈怠 Invest┻ sector capitalists prop┻ to save out of income X ど┻どどここ 圏頂 OCC in consumptions sector X に┻どど 購沈態 Invest┻ sector capitalists prop┻ to save out of wealth X ど┻ひの 圏沈  OCC in investment sector X ね┻どどここ 降 Wage share of total net income En  堅 General rate of profit En      Notes┺ En サ endogenous variable┻ X サ exogenous variable or parameter┻ こ Starting values for stocks and lagged endogenous variables┻ ここ Shocked parameters┺ 肯沈待 噺 伐のどガ ゅscenario なょ┹ 圏沈 噺 髪などガ ゅscenario にょ┹ 購沈怠 噺 ど┻どな ゅscenario ぬょ┹ 券沈怠 噺 ど┻どどな ゅscenario ねょ┹ 訣締 噺 髪ど┻どな ゅscenario のょ┻    
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Table に┻ Transactions┽flow matrix of the two┽sector economy 
 Workers 
Consumption Sector Capitalists Investment Sector Capitalists Financial Sector 
Capitalists ぇ Current account Capital account Current account Capital account 
1. Consumption of 
workers [and capitalists] –g ∙ (〉Vi + 〉Vc) g ∙ (〉Vi + 〉Vc) [+ Fi] [–Fi]   0 
2. Investment in constant 
capital (Ci,c = 〉CCi,c)   –〉Cc 〉Cc + 〉Ci –〉Ci  0 
3. Variable capital 
(payment of wage bill) 〉Vi + 〉Vc –〉Vc  –〉Vi   0 
4. Amortisation funds = 
Deprec. allowances  – h ∙ Cc,-1 h ∙ Cc,-1 – h ∙ Ci,-1 h ∙ Ci,-1  0 
5. Return on financial 
assets  +rA,–1 ∙ Ac,–1  +rA,–1 ∙ Ai,–1  –rA,–1 ∙ (Ai,–1 + Ac,–1) 0 
6. Return on financial 
liabilities  –rB,–1 ∙ Bc,–1  –rB,–1 ∙ Bi,–1  +rB,–1 ∙ (Bi,–1 + Bc,–1) 0 
7. Retained surplus 
value  –〉Hc 〉Hc –〉Hi 〉Hi  0 
8. 〉 Financial liabilities   〉Bc  〉Bi –(〉Bi + 〉Bc) 0 
9. 〉 Financial assets   –〉Ac  –〉Ai 〉Ai + 〉Ac 0 
ぇ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Notes┺ A ╅ギ╆ before a magnitude denotes a receipt or a source of funds┸ whereas ╅‒╆ denotes a payment or a use of funds┻ g is the ゅaverage and marginalょ propensity to consume out of wages┸ and h is the depreciation rate of capital┻ However┸ it is assumed that g サな and h サ ど in the model defined by ゅなょ┽ゅなのょ┸ ゅなはBょ┸ and ゅなぱょ┽ゅにのょ┻ Similarly┸ faded areas are zero┽sum games for the capitalist class┻ So┸ related equations are not explicitly modelled┻   
なぱ  
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Chart D. Profit rates
Notes┺ Initial conditions are┺ 撃沈 噺 などどど┸ 撃頂 噺 ばのど┸ 圏沈 噺 ね ゅor 系沈 噺 ねどどどょ┸ 圏頂 噺 に ゅor 系頂 噺 なのどどょ┸ 綱沈 噺 綱頂 噺 な┸ and  肯沈 噺 肯沈待 噺ど┻の ゅsee Table なょ┻ These values are drawn from Marx ゅなぱぱのょ and are commonly used in the literature on the enlarged reproduction schemes ゅcfr┻ Luxemburg なひなぬ┸ Olsen にどなのょ┻ 
なひ  
Figure に Adjustment to the balanced growth path┺ profit equalisation 
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Chart H. Price-value gaps
にど  
 
Figure ぬ An increase in the organic composition of capital invested in 餐┽sector 
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Chart P. Impact of a fall in i-capitalist propensity to consume on income shares
にな  
Figure の A fall in 件┽sector capitalists╆ retention rate 
 
Figure は An increase in finance sensitivity of 件┽sector turnover rate 
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Chart V. Impact of an increase in finance sensitivity of turnover rate on income shares
にに  
Figure ば Long┽run impact of an increase in finance sensitivity of 件┽sector turnover rate when a parabolic turnover function is used 
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Chart X. Impact of  an increase in c-sector autonomous accumulation on output
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Appendix な┻ The monetary expression of social labour time In this chapter a ╅simultaneous╆ and ╅single┽system interpretation╆ of the Marxian labour theory of value is implicitly adopted┸ in the wake of Duménil and Foley ゅにどどぱょ┻ As a result┸ a fixed ratio between units of money and units of direct social labour is assumed┻ This ratio┸ named ╅the monetary expression of labour time╆┸ is defined as the ratio of the monetary value added of the economy ゅsay┸ the domestic net product at current pricesょ to the direct productive labour expended in the production process over a certain period┻ In formal terms┸ one gets┺ 兼 岩 蝶日袋蝶迩袋聴日袋聴迩挑 噺 兼拍                        ゅAなょ The main strength of the hypothesis above is that it allows equating the monetary accounting with the labour accounting┸ in spite of the specific price┽setting system of the economy┻ In addition┸ since 兼 is given┸ equation ゅAなょ defines the quantity of labour inputs ゅsay┸ the number of working hours or the employment levelょ demanded by the capitalists┺ 詣 噺 蝶日袋蝶迩袋聴日袋聴迩陳拍                        ゅAにょ For the sake of simplicity┸ it is assumed that the supply of labour is plentiful and does not form a binding constraint on the level of employment┻ In other words┸ the capitalist class can count on an abundant ╅reserve army╆ of unemployed workers┻ Accordingly┸ the allocation of labour inputs across sectors mirrors their own relative weights┺ 詣沈 噺 詣 ゲ 蝶日袋聴日蝶日袋蝶迩袋聴日袋聴迩                       ゅAぬょ and┺ 詣頂 噺 詣 伐 詣沈                        ゅAねょ where 詣珍 ゅwith 倹 噺 件┸ 潔ょ is the sectoral employment level determined by the autonomous production plans of the capitalists┻  
Appendix に┻ Adding up financial assets A more realistic rendition of how capitalist economies work would also require taking into consideration the process of creation of money and other financial liabilities┻ Industrial capitalists need monetary means ゅlent by bankers or monetary capitalistsょ to get the production process started┸ and issue other financial liabilities ‒ call them 稽珍 ‒ to cover residually their own investment plans┻ Clearly the stock of financial assets ‒ 畦珍 ‒ does not match the overall stock of liabilities when the formation of fixed capital ゅthat is┸ a stock of productive assetsょ is taken into consideration┻ In the simplified model made up of equations ゅなょ┽ゅなのょ┸ ゅなはBょ┸ ゅなぱょ┽ゅにのょ┸ no depreciation is accounted for ゅ絞 噺 どょ┸ and the positive return rate on financial assets is implicitly assumed to match the negative interest rate on liabilities ゅ堅凋 噺 堅喋ょ┻ As a result┸ the share of surplus value that turns into ╅financial rent╆ is null ゅsee lines の┽は and ぱ┽ひ in Table にょ┻ In the real world┸ individual capitalists may well wish to hold financial assets when their return rate is higher than the return rate on productive assets┻ However┸ the rationale for the capitalist class ゅconsidered as a wholeょ to divert resources from the productive sector to the financial one is to increase the rate of turnover of capital┻ Such a macroeconomic rationale is the one considered here┻ 
には  
Appendix ぬ┻ Simple reproduction condition┺ a disaggregated formulation Once Marx╆s equations are conveniently disaggregated┸ the two┽fold clearing condition of goods markets can be redefined as follows┺ 膏沈 ゲ 検沈 噺 膏沈 ゲ 岫潔沈 髪 潔頂岻  and 膏頂 ゲ 検頂 噺 懸 ゲ 岫詣沈 髪 詣頂岻 髪 繋沈 髪 繋頂   where 膏沈 is the unit value of capital goods ゅsay┸ inventories or one┽period lasting machinesょ┸ 膏頂 is the unit value of consumption goods┸ and 懸 is the unit value of the labour power ゅcorresponding to the money wage rateょ┻ Notice that both output┸ 検珍 ┸ and constant capital ゅhomogenousょ inputs┸ 潔珍┸ are expressed in real terms ゅwith 倹 噺 件┸ 潔ょ┻ Similarly┸ the reproduction values of sectoral outputs are┺ 膏沈 ゲ 検沈 噺 膏沈 ゲ 潔沈 髪 懸 ゲ 詣沈 髪 肯沈 ゲ 鯨沈 髪 繋沈                   ゅななBょ and 膏頂 ゲ 検頂 噺 膏沈 ゲ 潔頂 髪 懸 ゲ 詣頂 髪 肯頂 ゲ 鯨頂 髪 繋頂                  ゅなにBょ where┺ 鯨珍 噺 綱珍 ゲ 懸 ゲ 詣珍 ゅwith 倹 噺 件┸ 潔ょ┻ The Marxian reproduction condition for a stationary┽state economy becomes┺ 膏沈 ゲ 潔頂 噺 懸 ゲ 詣沈 髪 鯨沈                      ゅねDょ and hence┺ 挑日挑迩 噺 槌迩怠袋悌日                        ゅねEょ Equation ゅねEょ shows that the equilibrium distribution of labour across sectors depends on the 潔┽sector OCC and the 件┽sector exploitation rate┻ Finally┸ equation ゅねDょ redefines the equilibrium condition in terms of equilibrium values ゅor pricesょ┸ allowing for three possible scenarios┺ aょ 膏沈 噺 岫懸 ゲ 詣沈 髪 鯨沈岻【潔頂 噺 喧沈┸ the demand for capital goods matches the supply┸ so that the market price of capital goods ゅcall it 喧沈岻 equals the reproduction value ゅ膏沈ょ and the system reproduces smoothly┹ bょ 膏沈 噺 岫懸 ゲ 詣沈 髪 鯨沈岻【潔頂 伴 喧沈┸ there is lack of demand for capital goods┸ so that market prices tend to fall short of reproduction values┸ thereby leading to a reduction in the production of capital goods┹ cょ 膏沈 噺 岫懸 ゲ 詣沈 髪 鯨沈岻【潔頂 隼 喧沈 ┸ the demand for investment goods exceeds the supply┸ so that market prices tend to exceed reproduction values┸ thereby leading to an increase in the production of capital goods┻ Notice that here the adjustment affects market prices in the short run┸ whereas it involves a change in quantities in the long run ゅthrough a change in profit expectationsょ┻  
